The ABC’s of Technology (Examples)

Technology has improved dramatically in the last 10 years. Brainstorm with your group and generate a list of technology equipment or programs for every letter of the alphabet.

Possible answers.

A – apps, Apple
B - beepers
C – computers, cell phones
D – disk, digital
E – email
F – flash drive
G - Google
H – hard drive
I – iPods, iPads, Internet, iTunes
J – jump drive
K – keyboard, Kindle
L - laptops
M – monitor, mouse
N – Netflix
O – Outlook (email)
P – pen drive, printers
Q – quizlet
R - router
S – smart phones
T – tablets, touch screen
U – usb
V - virus
W – Wi-Fi, wireless
X – xbox
Y – YouTube™, yahoo
Z – zappos, zulily